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Abstract
Historical paths to algebra have been largely unsuccessful in preparing students for formal algebra and, as a consequence, the teaching and learning of algebra has undergone a critical transformation over the past couple decades. In contrast to the traditional “arithmetic-then-algebra” approach, current perspectives view algebra as a longitudinal, grades K–12 strand of thinking whereby students have long-term, sustained algebra experiences in school mathematics, beginning in the elementary grades. A fundamental assumption of early algebra education is that it will increase children’s understanding of and success with more formal mathematics, particularly algebra, as they progress into the middle grades—an assumption that, to date, is largely untested. Although early algebra research has provided important evidence regarding the development of children’s algebraic thinking, the majority of such research has not been sufficiently comprehensive in its treatment of early algebra content nor sufficiently longitudinal to measure long-term impacts. In this talk, I will present preliminary results from a project whose goal to measure the impact of sustained, longitudinal early algebra experiences on students’ mathematics achievement as they progress through elementary school into middle school.
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